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Street violence is an activity associate with Islamic and black terror, as we 
have been seeing in France over the past week. Anti terror forces should 
arrest and intern these rioters. It would be constitutionally lawful [ under 
the race power; section 51 XXVI of the 1901 Australian constitution after the 
1967 referendum, which allows the making of laws which discriminate on the 
basis of any race ] for the Australian government to legislate to allow 
racial profiling as a pointer to locating terrorists which are overwhelmingly 
incited by Islamic and black culture, and as they reject integration have 
them relocated to a like minded community for their welfare apart from fair 
and Christian Australians. 

Here is an extract from my Model National Constitution And Budget at 

http://www.users.on.net/~lekh/constitution.htm
 
Apartheid Internment Dumping Grounds. 
 : $760,000,000 ( GDP relative ) for to find, capture, move, detain, deport, 
transport, repatriate, and release; persons of dark complexion, over stayers, 
residency requirement breachers, those of foreign characteristics and lacking 
identification, and refugees; to a safe part of their home country, a third 
country, or to an offshore refugee dumping ground, after which they are then 
refused entry into fair Australia. To sell wealth belonging to those subject 
to deportation and transaction of the proceeds to those deported. Also to 
repatriate from overseas Australian citizens to Australia who have become 
destitute, prisoned, or injured. To terminate appeal to the courts. Private 
Company For Deportation And Transportation Force. 
 Up to 10,000 refugees per year and any other person of dark complexion who 
is stateless or who are of a banned religion are stripped of Australian 
citizenship if had and transported to an Australian apartheid internment 
dumping ground. Except may enter Australia where having a Military Visa or 
for up to 12 months in the previous 24 months where having a Sports visa. 
Refugees who qualify for an independent means or military visa who have a 
fair complexion and otherwise not disqualified may live in the fair 
Australian community.  
 Police or military may demobilize with any required including lethal force 
any terrorist refusing to stop when the police are wearing a uniform or show 
proof of police identification and the terrorist is armed with a deadly 
weapon or escaping and known to be preparing to commit a terrorist murder. 
Lethal force may be used for the targeted assassination of known terrorists 
and terrorist leaders protected by terrorists in any country or protectorate.  
 Australia through its own sovereignty forwards an equal portion of our 
international aid budget allocation to any fair complexion person world 

http://www.users.on.net/~lekh/constitution.htm


wide free of obligation. Except if of dark complexion or members of a 
religion advocating the turning of Australia into a theocracy by acts of 
terror then denied this payment unless undergoing sterilization {Gonex 
injection}. All recipients must be micro-chipped. 
 Australian native title dumping grounds must be fenced or surrounded by a 
natural barrier such as an island. Australian internment dumping grounds 
include the whole of { Christmas Island, Bathurst Island, Melville Island, 
Rottnest Island, Kangaroo Island, King Island, Flinders Island, Fraser 
Island, Palm Island, Torres Strait Islands, or Papua New Guinea. } [ The 
European Union open range internment dumping grounds could include; [ Spanish 
Morocco ] Ceuta, Melilla, [ Mediterranean islands ] Ibeza, Majorca, Corsica, 
Sardinia, and Crete. ]  
 : $1,000,000,000 ( GDP relative ) $50,000 compensation paid to 20,000 
Australian citizens and long term residences persons of darkest complexion 
with children under the age of 20 are subject to deportation such as to an 
Australian apartheid internment dumping ground. With the loss of Australian 
citizenship. As an alternative the person of darkest complexion may become 
fair by inoculation to make have fair complexion. [ gene therapy ] Agitators 
against deportation of persons of darkest complexion are also subject to 
deportation to internment dumping grounds, with zero compensation, or 
requirement for sterilization in return for aid if fair, but retain 
Australian citizenship if pre existing under current laws. Fair complexion 
citizens who apologize for reverse discrimination perverse racism may re-
enter the Australian mainland. 
 
 : $20,000,000,000 ( GDP relative ). For international welfare cash 
assistance to any person. If of dark complexion or of a banned religion 
[Islam] in exchange for sterilization by injection [ Gonex ], if for persons 
of fair complexion without any obligation. Also the micro-chipping of each 
recipient. Those failing to gain citizenship are denied other  Australian 
citizen welfare. Maximum payment $200 ( GDP/ population ) per week. An equal 
share per recipient. 
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